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Balloting For Council _·Prexy Ends Today

MAUREEN BROWN ELECTED JUNIORS' QUEEN
Jbn Powers To Lead
Next Year's Seniors
By Tom Kerver
New11 A.11iociale Editor
At 3:30 this afternoon all
balloting will be completed
and all class officers and members of student council chosen. This w e e k e n d ' s voting

Stieger Elected
Tavern Host

Bill Stieger, a junior from
Cleveland, was elected Host of
the Mermaid Tavern last Monday
night at the Tavern's election
meetin·g. Bill is a student in the
Honors
A.B. Course, and is also
marked the second leg in the contest for class officers. Today's active in the French Club and on
····main event was the choosing of The News. He succeeds Jim Hog. :::~:.:"::': :·:·.···.
a student council. president. Elig- an as Host, which is the only
ible candidates were Vito Decar- elected position in the Tavern.
The Tavern held its Easter
lo, Elmer Kuntz and Paul Cairi.
.::>
1.-'. . •
These three were runners to Jim Highday earlier· this month at the
}ffj\.
... . .
.·..·
Powers, who was elected Presi- home of Dr. Charles Blase in Clifdent of the Senior Class last week. ton. The literary contest for that
Powers, a native of Dayton, is meeting was won by Bob SiegenJunior Prom Queen Candidates pose informally. Left to right, they are Marlene Taulber, Carol
an economics major. He is cap- thaler, '55, and Frank Brearton
Photo by O.. A. Roth
Schindler,
Elaine Stadtmiller, Shirley Neal, Maureen Brown an<l Jean Weisman.
and
William
Splain,
graduate
tain of the cheerleaders, a member of the Clef Club, and an officer members of the Tavern.
Queen AncJ. Court To Reign Over Big Dance
The Sore or Graduate Highday
of the XOMM. At present he is
Tonite At Gibson Roof; Wally Johnson To Play
vice-president of the junior class. will be held on Tuesday eveHe has maintained a position high ning, June 2. At this meeting, the
By Bruno Woll/
on the Dean's List. ever since en- seniors are presented with TavMiss
Maureen
Brown,
23 year-old Price Hill brunette, was
ern plaques. This year's seniors
tering Xavier three years ago.
chosen
Queen
of
the
1953
Junior Prom Wednesday. She was
Tonight at 8 p.m., the annual
Decarlo, Kuntz, and Cain, as a are Jim Ryan, Jim O'Connell,
Regional
Congress
of
the
Ohiocl10sen
by
members
of
the
Prom Committee from a number
result of finishing behind Powers, Frank Fellerhoff, Bill Fellerhoff,~ Ken tilcky· region of the National
and
Jim
Hogan.
·
·
·
of
Evening
College
students
who will comprise her court. They
.will all be officers of the senior
Federation of Catholic Students
are
the
Misses
Shirley
Jean
Neal, Carol Ann Schindler, Elaine
class, and one of them will be
will be called to order at the
president of the Student Council.
Stadtmiller,
Marlene
Taulber
and
May Day Devotions on Today Fenwick Club in downtown Cin- Jean Weisman. Maureen is a trafMeanwhile the forthcoming juncinnati. Following the address of
ior class also voted in a new pres- At Shrine; Attend~nce Urged welcome, a Mariology panel will fic management devotee at the
All students are urged to par- be conducted by St. Mary's of the night school and does secretarial
ident last week. He is Bill Sweeney, who hails from Chicago. ticipate in the May Day devotions Springs, Columbus, Ohio.
work during the day.
Sweeney has been active in dra- this aftemoon at 1:30 at the.
The dance itself will get under
Saturday morning and afterThe second annual Horse Show
matics and as a member of the Shrine of Our Lady of Victory. noon· more panels will be fea- way at 9: 00 p.m. at the Roof Garsponsored by the Saddlemates
dorm council. Other junior class The ceremony will begin with a tured.Larry Blank and Al Fritsch den of the Hotel Gibson. Wally
of Our Lady of Cincinnati College
procession of the Blessed Sacra- of Xavier will lead a forensics Johnson and his band will pro(Continued on Page 6)
will include a costume ride in
ment from Bellarmine Chapel to panel at 1: 30 p.m. The congress vide the music.
which seven colleges from the
Vito De Carlo, Junior Class
the Shrine followed by Rosary, will then be· brought to a close
Cincinnati area will participate.
that
all
Xavier
president,
said
a short and appropriate sermon, at 8 p.m.
Those entered in this event,
students are invited and tickets
Act of Consecration and Bene.Sunday at 11 a.m., the NFCCS are still· available. Seniors must among whom are a number of
diction.
regional council will meet to get their bids at South Hall for men from Xavier, will exhibit
Making his third report on the
Rev. John J. Wenzel, S.J., Soprogress of the Blue and White dality moderator, will conduct the accept the· commission's program $2.50, but underclassmen, who their skills in the equestrian arts.
The show will be held at' the
for the coming year, and elect must pay $3.50, may obtain them
derby at the Xavier Alumni proceedings.
new officers.
meeting last Monday night, Very
there or from the various repre- Carthage Fair Grounds this Sunday, May 3, and will have 26
Rev. James F. Maguire, S.J., exsentatives on campus.
·
pressed confidence that the derby
Since the dance is semi-formal, competitive classes which are
would reach a successful conXavier students will not be re- open to owners and riders of
quired to wear tuxes, but their saddle horses in Ohio. Kentucky,
clusion.
Fr. Maguire's confidence was
dates must wear formal gowns. Indiana and Tennessee.
Cash· awards and trophies will
based on a comparison with the
Corsages for the girls and favors
be
awarded to the winners of the
Student Council, it was announced Wednesday, will un- will be given at the door.
progress of the 1951 alumni effort
various
events. The proceeds will
and on the relatively low objecdertake the construction of a $4,500 service room for the arMid-way through the dance
go
to
the
OLC scholarship fund.
tive of the present drive, which
mory. This will be the first use of the newly set up improv_e- the queen will be crowned, led
is $25,000. As of last Monday
ments fund of Council. Rev. James F. Maguire, S.J. and Mr. by her five attendants and three
nigllt, the scattered returns
· flower girls. Then the dancing
Edward Vonderhaar, public relations chairman approved the will continue until the Prom ends
·totaled $8,200.
At last Monday's m_eeting, . plan and have congratulated Stuat 1:00.
Joseph Bernert, '48, won the dent Council on their foresight in from the outside at great inconThe candidates were feted last
Members of the Poland Philodrawing for the trip for two to the matter. The plan will be paid venience, the initial cost will soon Sunday at the home of Dick. pedian Debating Society are now
the Derby. Mr. Bernert imme- for over an estimated four years. be made up.
Plageman.
in the process of voting for six
The room will be equipped with
The improvements fund of
diately sold his prize and contriof· its members who will take
buted ·the proceeds to the Derby such facilities as hot plates, re- Student Council was part of a
part in the annual Verkamp Defrigerators and bins for icing plan put before council earlier in
Fund.
bate, to be held in the newly-dedidrinks and will be most useful the year by Jack Cade, Chief Juscated Fine Arts Room Friday,
at banquets, breakfasts and tice and approved by council.
May 8. This will be the 48th VerClef Club To T~ke Over dances.
This plan divided the treasury
Ed Evans, junior German ma- kamp Debate. Only during the
At a special meeting on Wed- into three parts, the last of which jor, has won the competition of
'Campus Callboard'
war years was this tradition broknesday,
Jim Powers brought was the improvements fund.
the German-American Citizens en.
The Xavier University Clef·
Council voted for the Armory League, held on Tuesday, Apr. 21.
Club will appear on the Campus the motion before Council and
Mr. Joseph B. Verkamp, after
after
much
discussion
Mr.
Vonproject
which has been estimated The competition is held every
Callboard radio program Saturwhom
the debate was named, has
derhaar
gave
his
opinion
of
the
by
Mr.
Walters,
architect
for
the
year to determine the most outday at 6: 30 p.m. in a concert of
established a fund ior a gold medproject.
He
said
that
it
was
a
University,
to
cost
$4,500.
Rev.
standing
German
student.
The
school soogs, motets, spirituals
al to be awarded to the best speakand folk music. Featured will be noteworthy plan and that he cer- · Patrick H. Ratterman, S.J., Mod- first place prize consists of a $25 er of the evening. This medal will
award
to
be
given
at
commencethe hymn, 0 Sacrum Convivium, tainly congratulates student coun- erator of the Student Council
be .presented at graduation.
in the setting by the Clef Club cil on their willingness to aid the said that he has become very en- ment.
Unlike conventional d e b a t e
The
contest
consisted
in
transaccompanist, Henri· Golembiew- university in this way. He said, thusiastic over the program and
lating an excerpt from Goethe's style, the Verkamp debate reski. Franklin A. Bens, prominent further, that in view of the fact
Cincinnati tenor, will direct the that on many occasions, drinks will lend any assistance he can "Dichtung und Wahrheit" and verts to the popular old-style in
which six men take part.
grammar exercises.
and food had to· be brouaht in toward the project.
concert. .

('.i~i

·:.~· .~·
nr •·.· · · · · / . : : /:):} ~~ :
/•ti:;::;:1l~i. .': )·
)i•."...•.

;.

Ohio Regional
NFCCS To Meet

Saddle mates
To Ride Su1i.

Success Predicted
For Alumni Derby

Council Improvement Fund
To Finance New Service Room

Pbilops 1.,o Pick Six
For Verkamp Bout

Top German A'ward
Goes T.o Ed Evans
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Education, Entertainment, And TV

»
uch has been said about educational TV, but there is nothing we note with more interest, and regret, than the
unfavorable comment from a few persons. Adjectives such as
"dull" and "uninteresting" are used, even by one establi~hed
Cincinnati radio-TV critic, to describe the first offerings being
made by the Educational TV Foundation here. This presages
a difficulty for many people who will someday tune in to UHF
48 in Cincinnati and not like what they see.
The problem has been briefly and accurately expounded
by Xavier's own Dr. Joseph Link, Jr., who is active on the
WLW-T presentations now seen at 3:30 p. m. on Sunday afternoons. He warns that "Cincinnatians must first of all realize
that true education is not entertainment. Children and adults
today do not go to school to ,be 'entertained'. We don't learn
this way. People must have a desire to learn and be willing
to apply themselves, getting out of any educational pursuit
just what they put in it. Education is a 50-50 proposition. An
educational TV station in Cincinnati just could not afford to
compete with commercial television if all we want is light entertainment. We cannot compete with a $50,000 extravaganza,
employing hundreds of professional actors, musicians, dancers, comedians working many hours a week to put on an hour
show. If the average Cincinnatian· expects the Educational TV
station to 'entertain' it all day long, it will be so~ely disappointed."
Thus we see that in learning, a certain amount of effort
is required. We're building up an attitude towards tel~vision
that is entirely passive on our part. Education requires more
than this. Until the public realizes the unique purpose of educational TV, they may not all be happy with it. It is for children and adults who want something worthwhile, and to them
the programs can be interesting.
cc

Right···tombination, But

A Shining Beacon

cc
»
r. William H. Hessler, that one bright light among so
many war-mongering reactionaries on the Enquirer editorial pages, last Sunday gave his analysis of the price of
peace in the Far East. It is really quite simple: "If it agrees
to abandon the war and let Korea work out its own future,
Red China will have to get something in return. The thing
Peiping will want most probably will be admittance to the
United Nations." So, he says, it is "logical" to grant it.
Mr. Hessler's proposal shows him to be either a complete
fool with absolutely no understanding of the issues involved,
or else a partial fool with little· understanding of the issues
involved.
We do not really think he is a Communist and he would
probably agree with us, so we will have to work on the first
two assumptions.
.
If he is a complete fool, perhaps his reasoning.(?) runs
like this: we entered Korea and warred on Red China 1) to
stop Communist aggression, and 2) to prevent the enslavement of a free people of the world. Therefore, we shall leave
Korea a) without having stopped Communist aggression; b)
without having pr.evented the enslavement of Red China; and
c) having added one vote to the Soviet bloc in the UN to effect
our "compromise" ... but this is not appeasement.
If Mr. Hessler is only a partial fool, perhaps he thinks:
we want to save further American lives. This we can do by
admitting Red China. Therefore, let's do it.
This peace at any price idea, while it may save a few lives
now, is nothing upon which to build foreign policy for the
future. With Red China established in the Far East, a free and
united Korea will mean little. Besides, Mr. Hessler obviously
does not realize that the thousands of American boys who
fought in Korea thought, and hoped, they were fighting for
something more than a temporary readjustment of the squalid,
poverty-stricken barren oriental terrain we call Korea .. They
thought they were fighting for some kind of principle. We in
America usually do.
It is a crime for a newspaper to allow a man free propaganda space where he can try to pull the wool over the eyes
of people with words that mean: over 100,000 Americans have
fallen uselessly in the Korean conflict; our offer of "compromise" could have been made years ago and many lives saved;
the end justifies the means; a de facto government should be
recognized with no consideration of moral good or evil; aggressors may enslave free peoples; and atheistic Communism
and freedom can co-exist peacefully. All these false conclusions follow from the recognition of Red China, a move of defeat that admits failure of Dean Acheson's "containment"
policies that Mr. Hessler so "logically" still defends.
We look hopefully forward to more skillful commentary
on the news by Mr. Forrest Davis, Enquirer newcomer, and
hope that Mr. Hessler realizes his highest ambitions as foreign
correspondent for the Kirghiz Chronicle in Uzbek and T~d
zhik.

M
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Breslin's
Breezes
By Jim Bre1Un

·

Hey Jack, if you want to head
back to big Mamou to see who
got left where, start for Louisiana. Go three miles south of Redell or ten miles north of Eunice
on state route twenty-six and you
should be in the heart of town
(but don't go too fast, you might
miss it.) You'll be a welcome addition to the twenty two hundred
. citizens already there. If you're
name's Jack they'll especially appreciate your advent.
Boy,. what a chamber of commerce that town must 'have.

.

...

Between·

The Lines . _
By Jim. Ryan

The clamor and excitement of the November .elections is
now five months past. The billboards have been taken down,
the radio waves have returned to more peaceful pursuits, and
the newspapers once more devote themselves to more commonplace events. The newly elected or re-elected legislators
are going about their business,
free for some months of the
bright spotlight put on them and
their deeds during an election
campaign.
Yet, and we hope we're not belaboring the obvious, it is precisely at this time that these legislators are doing the things to
which in the next election they
will "point with pride," and upon
the basis of which they will be
judged.
Suppose you were a member of
a jury and the only two men
whom you heard were the man
who filed the suit and the defendent. Each told his version of the
case but offered no evidence whatsoever to back it up. How just .a
decision do you think you could
render if you based your judgment solely on the statements of
the two men?
The same principle applies to
this matter of an election. How
accurate do you think your evaluation of a candidate's worth
is if you relied solely upon what
the candidate claimed. During
election time I'm afraid many
liberties are taken with past performance, both by a candidate

and his opponents. What sound
criterion have you to apply, then,
to determine whether a candidate
for office has acted rightly, or
even whether he has acted in accordance with your .views, right
or wrong?
Citizenship requires not only
careful consideration of a man
and his deeds during the two
months befqre an election. It requires attention all the time he
is in office. By the time election
day arrives, the good citizen
should already be familiar enough
with the issues and individuals
involved from his own observation to make a sound and honest
decision.
This i 11 v o 1 v e s taking note
through the year not only of what
the Republicans or Democrat paras a whole does, but of what its
individual members do. Bringjng
it down to the duty of the individual citizen, it involves watching the senator from your state,
the representative from your district, and anyone else whom you
elect by your ballot. This must
be done now.

Beyond
Th·e X- Horizon

..

For humanity's sake someone
ought to buy that doggy in the
window. Then maybe it will shut
up (Patti Page anyway.) Somebody will then think of a sequel
and ruin it all. "The Doggy out
of the Window." And then most
likely puppies. And then watch
out. So. let's forget about it.

..

.•

The way the army "restricts"
its literature could _only mean
that they're restricting it to
whoever should happen along.
There's almost as much "restricted" army matter floating around
South Hall as the Kremlin has.
The day I will give up hope entirely is when I see a first aid
manual that is "restricted." And
seeing what is "restricted," that
day doesn't seem too far off.

• • •

Campaign promises are floating
around school in the :media of ,
signs ridiculous as those made in
the sticks by pro£essional politicians. Just as alluring, too.
There can't be many magazines
in the tri-state area that haven't
been chopped up. It shows well
that the scissors, paint aµd glue
training of kindergarten days was
implanted well. It also demonstrates the value in latter years
of certain types of early education. It might also help prove a
point with some Deweyites. Let's
hope not.
I do believe they are rather
clever, though.

Peek Of Week
Monday, May 4:
Student Council, Fine Arts Room,
1:30

'

XU News, Room 109, 1:30
Xavier Presents, Room 10, 1:20
Sodality Immaculate Coneeption,
Room 108, 6:30
NFCCS, Fine Arts Room, 8:00
Alchemyst Club, Room 208, 8:30
Mermaid Tavern, Mermaid Tavern Room, 8:00
\Vednesday, May 6:
Freshman Sodallty, Room 108,
1:30

Probation Sodality, Room 109,

By Jim Cillifan

1:30

Thursday, May 7:
Spanish Movie, South Hall, 7 :30
Poland Philopedlan Soelety, Fine
Arts Room, 7 :45
X PreseJlts, Union Building, 7:45

Get rich· quick department ... Even with an estimated
50 to 85 per~ent of male college graduates facing military service, employers are busy offering jobs on the various campuses about the country, placement officers of some fifty colleges called in bold type for 10 students
across the nation report that salaries for .the June grad will to assist a local Ford dealer in
average over $300 a :month.
As a :matter of fact it is reported that some specially trained
students are considering bids as
high as $600 per month, although
that I would like to see. Personally, I'm always considering a bid
for $600 a month-too bad it's
never been offered.
At any rate, engineers, aecountants, sales personnel and teachers
appear to top the list for job opportunities, but there ls also competition for. non.specialized Lib-

eral Arts graduates-mostly by
the Army I understand.
To sum it all up, this little eyecatcher appeared in the classified
ad column of U. of Detroit's paper:
"Golden opportunity for lazy student. Ridiculously short hours,
astronomical pay, convivial associates, and free copy paper. Apply now at the VN Tower Court
offices. Ju:;t say you want to sell
advertising."
Another ad in the Varsity News

making house-to-house automobile survey. "Good afternoon,
madam. I'm working my way
through college selling automobiles. ~ow for only $2548.59 we
have a dandy little two-tone etc."
The only thing. they forgot to say
was where one picks up his pair
of rose-colored glasses.

..

"'

· Apparently the people at the
University of Tennessee are 11ot
too convinced by all the peace
(Continued on P.,e 8)
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'Under Paris Sky' IMotivation Hard Work Vital
Last Foreign F~lm For 4.0s Says Readi111J· Expert
111 Current Series
·
'
~

· 'ty F oreign
·
"Motivation
and plain
hard work
deal more
· u mversi
Th e X avier
.
.
.
. mean
. a great
.
Film Series will close its first m succeedmg academically than either mtelbgence or readyear of activity with a showing ing ability." This was the conclusion reached by Dr. Walter
of "Under the Paris Sky" in the J. Clarke after completing research that obtained for him an
South Hall Theater on Thursday, Ed.D. degree from Stanford University, April 3.
May 7 at 7: 30 p.m. A French work D
k
d
x av1er
·
·
·
·
r. C1ar e use 120
written and directed by Julien
f " .
. ,, . h" test has only been administei·ed
· ·
th e d'irector of "The freshmen
or. gumea pigs
D uvivier,
. .
. m is at Xavier. The data of the invesLittle World of Don Camillo" the original readmg tests which meas- . .
d
t
.
.
'
tigation ten to suppor an emmovie was produced .m 1951, and
phasis upon improvement of readh~s been well receiv~d ~Y reing comprehension in remedial
viewers .and th~ public. 1:fnder
programs designed to improve
the Paris Sky stars Brigette
college scholarship, and to indi~uber ai:id Jean Broc~ard. Engcate the need for research on the
.
hsh subtitles are provided. .
influence of such factors as desire
Left to right, Bob Judd, Willie Gallagher, and Vince Albarano, According to Mr Joseph Bourd
t
f
·
v
i
t
·
to dsuccee
as ballet wood nymphs, give director Marty Sammon a ar e Y geois assistant professor of Gerl
l , f cons· ancy
t" o" purpose
'
an eve o aspira ion.
P, t 0 b D z
Show preview.
w
Y
a Y man and French, the movie is a
Dr. Clarke's thesis entitled "An
By Toni Lippert, Editor·in·Claie/
study in multiple plot technique
Individual Reading Test for Col.
.
in which the lives of a number of
lege Freshmen" has been pubPlans for the 1953 Family Day program are gom~ strong Parisians are ?ei;iicted. The movie
lished by Univ~rsity Microfilms,
and tickets for the gala, all-day fun fest are now bemg sold ~akes place within a 24-hour perInc., Ann Arbor, Mich., and an
by a committee of dorm ~nd local students.
iod.
article is being submitted to a
Committee members have issued a polite warning in an- Admission will be 30 cents.
professional periodical.
nouncing that students who do not reserve their tickets at
the earliest possible date may be
disappointed at the last minute.
Dr. Walter J. Clarke
The reason is that only a limited l :30, campus inspection and dethesis tells of XU experiment
partmental exhibits climaxed by
number of roast beef dinners will the breaking of ground for Brock- Miss Terry Stavale will reign ured three types of reading: oral, The Xavier Placement Office
be sold in. order to assure generhas .announced four campus inA man R esi"dence H a11 b y Ar chbi"sh - as queen of the Junior-Senior
d
f silent and study. A tape recorder
.
ous portions. for e".'eryone. n- 0 Karl J. Alter, and a Sodality P7on:i spo?sored by Our La y o played back the oral reading a~d ter'v'.iews for next week.
other reason is that Johnny-come- ~1
t th Sh ·n of Our Cmcmnati College on Saturday recall responses of the student m
Lieutenant Commander John
latelys, lured by the offer of free i, ~ra7;.
t
e
ri
e
evening,
May
9,
at
the
Pavillion
order
to
give
him
a
better
insight
Pruski,
representative of the Nav0
beer and Dick Inskeep's orches- a y
ic ory.
d"
h Caprice. Also in her court will be into his reading difficulties. Each al Air Station, Columbus, Ohio,
tra, last year crowded into the After the roa~t beef mner, t e Misses Anna Mae O'Conner, Pat- test took about one hour to con- will be here on Thursday, May
fieldhouse at 9 p. m. in unexpec- all-student. Varie~y Show emceed ty Robinson, Terry Moran and duct, and Dr. Clarke worked on· 7th, to interview those interested
ted numbers and would have had by Paul Di:con will get underway Nancy. Harig.
the project over a two year per- in obtaining information about
no tables except for a hard-work- a~ Y P· m .. 10. t?e Armory..In ad- Miss Mary Joy Reuther, pub- iod when not busy with the grad- the Naval Aviation Cadet flight
ing committee.
dihon to mdivid~al acts directed licity chairman, informed The uate and undergraduate psycholo- training program. Interviews will
A 20-page brochure of the com- by Dr. ~oseph Lmk, Jr., the Clef News that the OLC students made gy courses he teaches.
be available from 1 p. m. to 3
plete Family Day activities for Club will perfor~ under the ha- their choices last week. Cliff Of the two fundamental quali- p. m. in South Hall.
young and old is now being pre- ton of Mr. Franklin Bens. A one- Lash's orchestra is slated to play ties of reading, comprehension Mr. Wade White of the Euclid
pared by the committee for mail- hour band co~cert by the M~ket- from 9 to 1.
and speed, Dr. Clarke stated that Road Machine Co., will interview
ing to the parents of all students. eer . Band ~irected by Gilbert Co-chairmen for the 1953 dance comprehension is the more de- B.usiness Administration majors
· Of interest to the families of Marmger will . follow at 8 P· m. are Misses Nancy Glaser and Ann sirable to cultivate since it was on May 5th from 10:30 a. m. to
dorm students, Mr. Herman Kel- From that pomt, the youfnhg 0 Seibert. Other committee chair- found to be important for schol- 4:30 p. m.
ler and Rev. Edward J. O'Brien, h~art and the less Y?ung ? ear men are Misses Eddylou Phelps, arship in all cases regardless of A group meeting of those inS.J.,Dad's Club moderator, secured will part company either 1~ favor patrons; Margie Olding, music; IQ. Reading speed, independent terested in jobs as part time salesgreatly reduced rates for the 0 .f the mammoth dance in the Maureen Burke, senior gifts; Ida of its association with intelligence, men after school will be held by
weekend of Family Day, May 16, flel~ho.use or a card party and Jane Leis, flowers, Do Donovan, did not prove to be important for Mr. McPheeters of Childcraft,
at three Reading Road motels, all soci~l m the Armory.
. .
coronation, Lea Naberhaus, queen; scholarship.
Field's Enterprises at 1:30 on May
within a few minutes of school. The day closes at midnight. and Jackie Devine, program.
"Many Xavier students tested," 6th.
They are the Venard Colonial Selling tickets are local students
reported Dr. cl ark e, "show On May 7th Miss Robert RoonMotel, Shuler's Motel and the Huck Budde, Bill Schramm, Jr.,
marked mechanical difficulties ey and Mr. Richard Holtkamp
Amity Motel.
. .,
Frank Steinke r and John
with their reading. It is impos- will interview prospective gradu.Family Day begins at 1 J?· m. s.chwierling. Dorm students with
sible to compare results with ates for the Rollman Dept. Store
with Col. George ,L. Holsinger tickets :are Frank Garry, D.a~
other colleges, however, since the from 10:30 to 4:30.
commanding the Pershing Rifles Grady, Tom Walsh, Ed Nardmi, Ron Williams, speaking on t h e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - in flag-raising ceremonies and Joe Dorchak and Jim Pardi. Din- "Catholic World Missions,,' won
close-order drill. The rest of the ner tickets are $2.25 per person, the Washington. Oratorical ConJ. Paul Sheedy* Switched to Wildroot. Cream-Oil
afternoon will feature a simul- $1.00 for children. Package tic- test held in the F.ine Arts Room
taneous baseball game and tennis kets for the entire evening's en- on the night of April 23rd.
Because He Flunked The Finger-Nail Test
match with Hanover College at tertainment are $1.75.
The judges were Rev. Earl
Whalen, director of CYO Genesian Guild; Mr. E. Leo Koester,
.
president of the XU Alumni Asso~iation and ~ev. w. Euge~e
·
·
1 center, accor d"mg t o Ed uca t"iona1 tShiels,
of the HisNat10na
d S.J.,t chairman
t
Selective Service
.
t"
S
.
h"
h
ory
epar
men
.
th
Headquarters a n n o u n c e d is Tes mg ervice, w ic prepares
week that it has authorized a and administers the College Qualspecial administration of the Col- ification Test.
Fritscll, To Speak Srinday
lege Qualification Test on Thurs- When filling in the application, Sunday evening at 8 p.m. in
day, May 21, for the benefit of available at Selective Service lo- Room 10, Al Fritsch will lead a
students prevented by illness or cal boards, the Student should discussion on "Racial Tolerance"
other emergency from attending cross out "April 23" opposite the in the final Sodality Discussion
one of the regular administrations space reading "Center No." and series. All Students are jnvited
on December 4, 1952 and April write in "May 21".
to participate.
23, 1953. May 21 is the last date
upon which the College Qualifi- ·..:J 53 Si 5J SJ SJ Si Si 53 Si 53 Si 53 53 El El cation Test will be held during
the present academic year.
Although applications p o s t marked May 11, 1953, or earlier
Hlll'I a sad Lobster tale. Sheedy was really in hot water. His
will be accepted, students wishing
girl kept saying, "'The Maine thing I don't like about you is the
to apply are urged to secure,
The trem,ndous value of milk as a natural
way you pot your hair! Haven't you red about Wildroot Cream•
complete, and mail their applicaBoil Hair Tonic? Non-alcoholic. Relieves annoying dcyness.
tions at once. Early filing will inenergy restoring food makes it an essential
Removes loose, ugly dandruff. Helps you pass the Finger-Nail
sure a test and other necessary
Test. Perfect for you 'claws you need Lanolin on that watersupplies for the student at the
in every student's diet.
soaked hair." Paul got Wildroot Cream.Oil and now he shore
center he selects or at a nearby
looks slick. In fact, he's in salad with every girl on campus. So

0 LC Selects Queen
F
Or p rom M ay 9 : ..

Four Interviews
Set For Next Week

!

Oratorical Contest
won By Williams

Special College Qualification Exam
Of Selective Service To Be May 21

Too Important To Forget-

Luken Gets Post In ASPA
Mr. Frank L. Luken, assistant
professor of economics, has been
named co-chairman of the Awards
and Contests Committee of the
American Society of Personnel
Administrators.

J. H.

FIELMAN DAIRY CO.

2519 Vine Street

AV. 3116

if you're net-tied about yoNr messy hair, butter shell out 29¢ at
any toilet goods counter for a boccie or tube of Wildroot Cream.
Oil, "Your Hair's Best Friend." Ask for it at your barber's, an.
tenna to one you'll be tickled pink!
*of131 So. Ha"is Hill Rd., Willia11millt, N. Y.

Wildrooc Company, Inc., Buffalo 11, N. Y.

'
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O'CONNELL'S C·o RN ER Xavier To Battle Eastern
• UC Loss Hard To Take

PAGE FIVE

Ohio Bobcats Hand Muskies 7-2 Loss
At Ho1ne Field TomorrowMiam;1 ~!~~RWeekAfter UC Edges X, 7-6, I~ 13 Innings

Xavier's defending Ohio ColBy Don Schaeper
legiate Golf Champions will play
The Ohio University Bobcats scored three runs in the
avier iamon
en en er
host today to the invading links- .
. .
.
.
tain the Eastern Kentucky
men from- Hanover College of eighth mmng and two more m the mnth to break open a
baseballers tomorrow in the
Madison, Ind., at the Maketewah close ball game and defeat the Musketeers, 7-2, at the Xavier
• Experts' Derby Choices
second home game at Corcoran
Coun:ry Club. It will be the only diamond last Tuesday, April 28. Thus the ·Muskies went into
Field. It will be a return match
me~tmg between the two teams their game against Wright-Patterson in Dayton Thursday
('"gI .· .i .''
By Jim O'Connell
durmg the year. Last year the 'vith a record of one win a n d 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - ---------------for
the
two
clubs
as
the
Muskies
. .
.
routed the Maroons 23-3 on April
Muskies gained a 19 Y2 - 7'h win three defeats having lost a 7-6 Bearcat wins in eight contests.
THE MUSKETEERS' 7-6 loss to Cmcmnati last Saturday was a 22 at Richmond.
0
3
l"OWll ove~ th~ :mdiana squad.
decision. at
last Saturday.
Theisen hurled brilliantly, allowhard defeat to take for Coach Ned Wulk and Company, but espec. •
.,
By Logan Rapier
Mi~m1 is scheduled to face the
Lefty Bob George was charged ing just eight hits, striking out
ially for pitcher Dan Wayman who had shut out the Bearcats from In view 0 ~ th~t victory, t~e · Elet 2B took its second cham- Muskies next Monday, May 4, at with the loss, his first in two de- nine and relinquishing only three
the seventh inning until the 'Cats scored the winning run after two ~lu~ and .White hitters are wait- pionship of the current Intra- home. Earlier this year the Red- cisions However he had allowed bases on balls. Half of the Muswere out in the thirteenth. Wayman's best job came in the bottom mgthimpMatientlyhfor anothehr crack mural season by annexing the skins gained a 191h-7 1h triumph just t~o runs when he was lifted kie runs were unearned due to
1
.
t the at
w o gave
.
over X · Last season
.
.
of the nmth.
After UC h a d l oaded the b ases wi·th none ou,
th e 17aroon
h·t ur. ers
f
XU volleyball crown, defeating
. Miami .was for a pinch hitter in the seventh.
seven cost1y UC miscues.
1 d'1
1
husky sophomore retired the side without permitting a score via a h em
d i s~ . ~c ~ ~~ /~ Marion 2A in the finals of the sorely scalped twice at Xavier's Three other XU pitchers finished Xavier pitchers Guy Chandler
pitcher-to-home-to-first double play and a grounder to third. All of o~er~. an a trip e, m
e irs championship bracket. The win- hands, .16-11 and 2~-6.
the game. Joe Mueller and Dan and Dan Wayman were tagged
this should make the second X-UC meeting here -0n May 13 a game con es,. ners dropped Marion 2B to ad- : Leadi~g the Xav~er ~reens as- Wayman worked in the eighth, for an assortment of seventeen
to see.
Xavier Coach Ned W:ulk will vance into the finals, while sault will be Captai~ Jim Grady, while Bobby Judd made his Xav- blows with Wayman, who came
• • • • •
proba~lyh send ohne of hids so~th-t Marion 2A beat Elet 3B to gain Tom McFarland, Ollie Brockman ier mound debut in the ninth. on in the seventh, being charged
A FEW weeks ago we quoted Coach Ned Wulk as saying-that paw pitc ers tot e moun agams entrance into the deciding con- and Charley Deye. .
Huck. Budde and .Joe Degaro with the defeat.
he liked to have his teams do a lot of running, provided, of course, the Eastern E'.entucky dubbers. test.
. Last Tuesday, April 28, the X shared the catching.
Cincinnati commenced the scorCoach Ned \Vulk
there was the material on band
In that case either Bob George,
The softball tourney was lmksmen dropped an 11-7 match J k M. bl d D Kr'
h 0 ing in the second·inning tallying
. .
·
'ty f L
· ·11
ac on in
e the
an sixth,
on pitched
ies, wfor twice. Wilson singled, stole
· t ~rference.
'
capable of carrying out this pol·
wh o p1·tch e d the_ f'irs t game, or initiated last Wednesday. after- to the U mvers1
o omsvi
e a.t came
sec- H un d ume.r's m
Guy Chandler will get the nod. noon, and Ned Wulk, IM director, Maketewah. The scores were. th Ath
.
. .
ond and then rode home on Irv Both teams IIllSsed several scorl·cy· successfully. Now it seems as
'
·n
B
(L) 77
McF 1 d e
ens mne, g1vmg up seven
,
.
t .t.
. th 1 t .
Tomorrows encounter w1. has urged team captains . to watch
rown
over
ar
an
h't
M
h'l
th
t
t
Bass's
smash through the
though Mr• Wulk's prayers have
i s. eanw i e, e1r eamma es
.
X) 70
G'b
. box. mg
. oppor
A um ies m. e a e m80
been answered in this regard. In
get underway at 2 p.m. and will the Intramurals bulleam board 80, Grady <(
over . l son ,
fli .
t hit
d thr Bass scamped to third on a two- nmgs.
strong wmd was parthe first three games this season
be the ~usketeers' last fray ll:ntil for pairings as the tourney pro- Scott (L) 80 over Joering 82, ::~~y ~.:t::: er~~rs
i~~ure t~: base overthrow and registered on t~cularly tr?ublesome t~ the outcenter fielder Tom st. John has
next Friday when they meet the gresses.
ScLott t(LM) 83dover ASchilutte s5.th victory. The Bobcats, one of the Will Hundemer's long fly.
fieldersX,be~ng1 aDf~cktoBr Jn ~everald
stolen four bases. Besides this,
'
_as . on ay,
pr 27 '
e best-fielding college teams in the Theisen was touched for a run scores. avier s ic
e:rung an
the fleet Chicagoan, who also perUmversity of Kent1;1cky golfers Midwest, played errorless defen- in the fourth and two markers in Pete ~cC~thy turned l~ several
forms as a guard with the basswamped the Muskies, 20-7, at . b 11
the sixth Tom St John's double good fielding plays, while Dave
ketball team, provides himself
Maketewah Country Club. G~y Sl\~~ic: Be~ning scored both of plus a slngle by. Dick Berning Hils ~led a fine . throw to the
with plenty of opportunities by
"
Brewer ?f UK won medalist th M k. '
h't b B'll produced the first while fielding plate to block a Cmcy run from
.
honors with a 71 as he defeated
e us ies runs on 1 s Y i
.
·
scoring
gettmg on base as frequently as
B B b
nthale
X . , J
S h tt
h sh t
Donovan and Pete McCarthy in lapses by Bearcat outfielders, sev·
0
any of the Musketeers. His batting
. ,
Y
iege
.r
,
.
. 7 :v~~~:r :i~tc~ ~a e r:'si:;ts :er: the sixth and ninth innings.
eral over-throws and some daring
'
------average is among the highest on
Xavier s answer to Ted Kluzewski, thats what big Bill
.
P Y
.
• A
1 iv t o-out double Muskie base-running resulted in Cage Turn In May 13-21
·
· aff ·
1
11 d .
h"
·
B"ll Brown (K) 78 over Joermg .79,
n expos e w
the XU squad. Tom JS not the
Donovan is
echonate y ca e by is teammates. l G d (X) .,3
R"ddl .,5 by firstbaseman Dick Wilson in the other two scores.
Ray Baldwin supervisor of the
nl
her 0 f his famil t 0
hi
.
bl
.
d
'
fir
ra
Y
'
over
I
e
'
'
.
. four runs athletic cage in
• the Fieldhouse,
o -!' mem
•
earned t s nomer by his resem ances to the Re legs
st Foster (K) 78 over McFarland the thirteenth inning scored Jim UC reta.hat_ed
"".ith
, Y
!ichiev~ athletic success at Xavsacker. Donovan, a six foot, 191 pound senior, throws and BO, Smith (K) 77 over Deye 82, Trefzger from first base and gave on Ike Mi~ah's triple, two dou- has announced that the period
aer. His younger ~rother Don, a
oats left handed and has a respectable .280 three-year bat- Boone (K) 82 over Brockman 87. the University of Cincinnati Bear- bles, t~o s1~gles, and a long fly from May 13 to May 21 will be
fresh'?an, t~ed m several ~ood
ting mark as a M~skie diamondThe Muskies garnered their cats a thrilling 7-6 win over Xav- sandw~ched m..
.
.
the time for students to pick up
runs in the mtrasquad game.
Tom St. John
man. In addition to his work
. first win of the season on Tues- ier ~ast Saturday, April ~5, at UC. . XaVIe~ termmat.ed its s~~rmg any p_ersonal equipm~nt they ~ay
• • • ·
around the initial sack Bill also
day, April 21, when the Flyers. Righthander Paul Theisen went m the eighth, tal~ymg three. t1~es have m the cage. During that time
TWO MORE Xavierians will be playing together in professional owns a letter for· a se~son with
of Dayton fell, 18-9. In another the entire route for Cincinnati, o~ Way~an's single, an mfield the cage will be open for this
baseball this summer as members of the Lawton, Okla., Reds of th Bl
d Wh'te
gers
recent match the XU linksmen notching his fourth succesive vie- hit, Bernmg's two-run double to purpose only. Students who do
1
- the Sooner State League. They are left-handed pitcher Paul Conway e
ue an
f
ca
· .
dropped their - intra-city ·match tory ·without a setback, thereby center, followed by an infield out not pick up gear before May 22
and catcher Kenny Boehme. Conway, who appeared with the MusA product 0 Pur~ell Hi:~
to Cincinnati by an 18-9 score.
being responsible for all foiir and the Cincinnati catcher Will will be unable to get it later.
kies last season, will have to share six weeks of his stay in the seen- Donovan spent a year m the .ni:ic West with the U. S. Army and its ROTC Summer Camp. The my immediately following his
Lawton club, incidentally, is a member of our own Reds' sprawling graduation. Enrolling at Xavier,
Bill made the baseball team as a
farm system and last season fared just about as well as the parent freshman and bas held down the
organization. Boehme could have joined Columbia of the South
Atlantic League, several grades higher than Lawton, by reporting regular firstbaseman's job for
for the opening of spring training last month. However, with the three seasons. He calls his hardteam's permission, he preferred to take two semesters of school est play the double play when he
· fields a slow roller, fires to secwork and begin the season late. Conway and Boehme are b oth residents of Price Hill and teamed as a winning battery at St. Xavier ond and then must get back to
his bag to receive the return
High Schoo~
• • • • •
throw.
' EVERY YEAR at this time the News sports staff has taken upon .A Physic~ Education . m~jo~,
itself to predict the results of the annual big show at Louisville's Bill would ~ke to make hlS life s
Churchill Downs. Since Derby Day this year is Saturday, we pre- v:ork coaching.. He has h~d consent our selections today along with those of several outstanding s1de~able experienc_e at this task,
citizens of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, all of whom are dis- servmg as an assistant football
tinguished followers of the turf. Here they are:
·
coach at ~urcell ~or one year,
Bill Donovan
·
Plac
Show
and coaching Xavier's freshman
_
Stdpl
Wmd t N ti
De
Royal Bay Gem basketball team for the 1951-52 clutch. For this reason he will
Lopn Ba er
Correspon en
a ve ancer
d
•
·
Paul Cain
Bo al Ba GemConespondent Native Dancer
car ·
usually be found m the number
Y.
Dy
C
t
Conespondent
Donovan, like Klu, hits best four slot in the batting order. Bill
Don ~per
Nat1ye ancer 0 ne 01111 d t
with men on bases. He is fre- also socks the ball with a good
Bob Sae~enuaaler Straight Face
Co~espon en Native Dancer quently breaking up ball games deal of authority, getting a good
Dave~
Correspont1entt NNatit~ve »Dancer Straight Face
with some timely blows in the distance down the right field line.
'l'om .........,.
Correspon4en
a ve ancer Straight Face
suits lar tlae ·"lifllater•
M&u DeBoor
Native Dancer Correspondent Royal Bay Gem
Jim O'Comlell
Native Dancer Correspondent Straight Face

• Saint Leading XU Thief

By Bob Siegemhaler
d'
elm
t

MTusFkie LiHnksmen
o ace anover,

·x ..

_

Miami Redskins at Oxford.
The Wulkmen were in Dayton
yesterday to face Wright-Paterson, but the game was too late to
include its score in this issue of
The News.
·

Eiet 2B Captures
V II b II C
ey

UC

t:

First Ba..seman Bill DonOVUJI,
Musketeers' Ted Kluzewsk:
s·

I

Now all you ~ave tobdo _is plantrk down yourh ttwbo ~ollarsb antd
hope that the Puritan lob y IS not s ong enoug o rmg a ou a
re-birth of the Kefauver Committee.•·

... .

xav1er
• /s 1953

No. Name
.. M Is, Bob
,. orr
5 Jud,..
..., Bob

XAVIER'S HUCK Budde received some of the recognition he
deserves last week when the Minneapolis Lakers of the National
·Basketball Association included him in their annual player draft.
.
·
·
h
Right now Huck does not know what action he will take about t e

Base ba 11 ROster

1 Degaro, Joe (X) C B B 6-0
8 George, Bob (X) P L L 5-10
9 Bolger, Ed <X> 28 B B 5-11
lZ Niehaus, Bill
ZB B B 6-2
13 Dils, Dave <X) LF B B 6_1
draft.
14 McMahon, Dan BF RB 5·10
15 Chandler, Guy
PL L 6-0
eDDJS eafil 0
Dtert3lll 16 Mueller, Joe (X) PB R 6-2
·
17 Niemeyer, Larry PR B 5-11
18 Mccarthy, Pete RF L L 6-1
'
'
19 St. John, T. (X) CF L R 5-11
By Paul Cain
Gerwer and Saile (C) over Hake 21 Dono~an, B. (X) m L L 6-0
·u
t and Cardarelli 6-0, 6-1.
· 22 Bermng, D. <X> 38 L It 5-9
t
The Mus kieneterswi
mee
'
,
.. w
PRB.62
Miami. · Eastern Kentucky and After posting their initial win '"3 ayman, Don
. .
. .
"d
.
against the Maroons the x rac· 24 Budde, Huck
C RR 6-4
Cmcumati m rapi succession
.·
'
30 Ulmer, Ed
P B R 5-9
during the next sev~ral days as qut~~enf ran Kmtot tokugherd cDom- (X) denotes letterman
the
three
teams
invade
pe it1on
en uc
y an
ayXavier
courts
· on May
1, 2 the
and ton
and rom
dropped
both
matches,

T E

• T

•
Xu T
Miallll• Eastern Kentucky UC

rva"•of·living''

Pos.B T Ht. Wt. Age Class High School
SS BB 5-10 H5 19 So. Cleve. St. Ignatius
C-OF R B 5-10 171 20 Jr. Peoria Spaltling
119
165
155
160
175
166
180
182
178
111
112
190
186
193
206
156

21
20
20
20
22
19
20
21
Zl
20
20
23

21
20
21
19

••d 'IDarlein•

Jr. Cin. Purcell
Jr. Cleve. St. Ignatius
· So. Cin. St. X
Jr. Cin. Purcell
Sr. Cin. St. X
So. Chi. Loyola
Jr. Cin. st. x
Sr. Huntington St. Jos.
Sr. Cin. Elder
so. cin. st. x
Jr. Chi. St. Ignatius
Sr. Cin. Purcell
Sr. Cin. R. Bacon
So. Cin. Purcell
Sr. Cin. St. X
So. Chi. St. Ignatius

SHEDS
WRINKLES
LIKE
MAGIC!

;======================:;;::;;:==

5. The Redskins and Bearcats are 7-2 and 6-3.
Here are the individual scores.
hop Clru::innalr•
Kentucky: Price (K) over McQuade, 6-2, 5-7, 6-3; Carey (K)
Hiatoric Mruic Hall
over Trivilino, 6-4, - 7-5; Brockhoff (X) over ~hilips 7-5, 6-4;
Rodman (K) over Shields, 1-6,
6-4, 6-4; Dorrah (K) over Cardarelli, 6-1, 6-0; Chandler (K)
over Hake, 6-4, 6-3; McQuade and
Brockhoff (X) over Chandler and
Philips, 6~2. 5-'l, 6-4; Price and
Dorrah (K) over Trivilino and
Shields, 6-3, 6-2; Rodman and
Taylor (K) over Hake and Cardarelli,' 6-4, 6-4.
Where The Nation's Top Bands Play Each Saturday Evenlnr
Dayton: Pedicord (D) over Mc•
Quade, 6-2, 4-6, 7-5; Holy Cross
CINCY'S LARGEST AND FINEST DANCE FLOOB
(D) over Brockhoff, ~-2, 9-7; Rozzo (D) over Trivilino, 6-4, 6-4;
Shields (X) over Barnes, 6-3, 4-6,
WILL REOPEN IN SEPTEMBER
6-0; Westerkamp (D) over Mc'0·'·'·:::: .•.'·'·': ..:.o.cco:o:.,:,. .c,.o;,:,:.,_,.··''·······'-' :,_,_.:., ... '·'·' '::·::o.o.. :.::.: Dermott, 6-4; 6-3; Cadiz (D) over
Newly Air·CondiUoned - Smart Decor
Teams Coach Bob Massman
Cardarelli, 8-6, 6-4; Brockhoff and
McDermott (X) over Pedicord
facing X for the first time this and Rozzo 4-6 6-2 6-0· Shields
season. Both sport winning slates and Trivillno ' (X) ov~r Holy
and defeated Xavier last season. Cross and Stewart, 6-1, 7-5; Wes- ;;::;::=:;:;:::;::::;:=;;::;::;;::;;:;::;:=;:=;:;:::;:;:;:;:::;:;::;;;;~I
Eastern has already met t1'.Mus- terkamp and Caterelli (D) over
kies at Richmond and lost a 4-3 Hake and McDermott 6-4 6-4.
For
decision.
'
'
In their most recent engageJ. _
TASTE
men last Tuesday, April 28; Bob
USrreteer
lll OrS
Massman's forces dropped a 6-3
GOOD HEALTH
decision to UC. This gave them a 1l,
0
1-3 record as of last ,Vednesday. This weekend will find the
The summary of.the Cincy match: Xavier Sailing Club in Toledo,
Froechlich (C) over- McQuade, 0., where they will race against
6-3, 6-3; Schlacter· (C) over several other Midwest schools in
Shields, 6-0, 6-0; Brockhoff (X) a regatta on Lake Erie.
over Stemann, 1-6, 10-8, 6-4; Triv- Last week the Xavier mariners
ilino (X) over Pilat, 6-5, 6-1; failed to place in the Ohio State
Saile (C) over Hake, 6-0, 6-0; Ger- Intercollegiate Dinghy Chamwer (C) over Cardarelli, 6-0, 6-4; pionship competition at ColumBrockhoff and McQuade (X) over bus, being able to score only 84
Froelich and Stemann, 6-4, 8-6; points. Ohio State won the regatSchlacter and Renner (C) over ta with 147 points, closely folShields and Trivilino, 6-3, 6-3; lowed by Cincinnati with 135.

45·

00

CLOSED FOR SEASON

!

RES ERV AT I 0 N S --- C H 3 0 8 6

M

l

S "l
T l e do R egatta

You've been reading about them! talking about them! now you can see, feel and try them
on at Mabley & Carev{ ... Springweave suits by Palm Beach. The suits that are SO PRAC
TICAL traveling men make it their favorite suit; SO GOOD LOOKING you'll wear it
everywhere; SO MODERATELY priced you'll be delighted to say the least.

GOOD

ICE CREAM and· MILK

Springweave suits are EXTRA SPECIAL because their fabric is a combination of scientific~
I

!lily blended fibers

to give the suit body, resilience, soft, smooth texture and WEARING

ABILITY. See these suits today.

Suit •kefched: 72% wool, 23% rayon and 5% nylon.
tReg. T.M. Palm Beach Co.
•Reg. T.M. Goodall-Sanford, Inc.

· • Use Mabley's Preferred
Apparel Account
• Three month to pay

• Three equal payments

Men's Clothing • Second Floor
Slw11 Totlc::1 (T!mn11lnu): 10 n. 111. to G::Jfl p. m.

€Berri F4H

..... -
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DOWN FRONT
By Jim Hogan

Council Elections
End
At 3:30 Today
(Continued from Page 1)

House Party, Highschoolers
Featured Ol l 'X•p resents, Sat.

officers are Jim Tully, Bob Morris and Pete McCarthy.
Sophomore elections were postponed until this week because of
the lack of candidates. At a special meeting last week the future

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - sophs nominated Al Cash, Don
With great skill and understanding, the book "The Little Graves •. Paul. Lindsay, Charles
·1 ,,
b
d · t
·
h" h Marcellmo, Jim Shanahan- and
W orld of Don Cami lo has een ma e m o a movie w ic Tom Walsh. They will join three
is or was recently on view at the Hyde Park Art Theater. incumbents who are seeking reMost certainly it will be one of the best movies of the year. election, John Carroll, Bill HocThe film is an Italian production with the same title as ter, and John Moormen.
the book. It relates a series of inToday's elections also included
cidents in a small town on the ien Duvivier, who directed "The the posts of Social Chairman and
Po River, which is controlled po- Little World of Don Camillo". If Athletic Chairman. Candidates
litically by the Communists un- this show is as half as good as for the first post are Dick Deder the mayor, Peppone, and "The Little World", it will be Corps and Jim :McGrath. Pat Drisguided religously by the large very enjoyable.
coll and Jim Kelly are running
and firm hand of Don Camillo,
The time and place are-· the for Athletic Chairman. Both these
the village priest.
same as in the past: 8:30 p. m. at offices are part of Student CounThe two men are as alike in South Hall.
cil.
Bill Braun, master of the ivories and 4.0 averages, Is frequently
character as they are different in
• * •
It was disclosed that 66.7 per- a featured "X-Presents" star.
belief, and they are both dediThe appearance of Paul Palmi- cent of the junior class cast their
•
cated to helping their people. Don sano and Ruth Schumacher on ballots, while 54.8 percent of the
By Cliarlea Aualin
Jim- Miller will offer a number
Camillo is played by Fernande! "Xavier Presents" last Saturday sophomores voted.
''Xavier Presents" will feature of popular selections.
and Peppone by Gino Cervi. As reminds us tbat the Masque SoT
h d d
d t 1
t _ a House Party as the theme for
Don Stevens and Frank Sedler
.
.
.
.
.
.
wo un re an
we ve s u
.
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· th d t "Maybe," as
m true with the entire cast, their c1ety's producbo_n of "Romeo and dents voted for and 81 against the this week's show Saturday from wi smg e ue ,
acting is excellent.
Juliet" is only about two weeks f
d
f
. .
f 12:15 to 1 p. m. on WCPO, Chan- recorded by Perry Como and Eddy
.
.
re eren um or perm1ss20n o
F" h
p 1 L' k
kin h'
The movie has retained remark- off, which means that it's about Stud t C u c'l
to
buy
keys
for
nel 9. As one of the party games, is er.
au
m , ma g .is
1
ably well the spirit of the book. time for me to get~ my bass drum
ebn
n
each member of the cast will first appearance on the show, will
.
mem ers.
.
.
"La dY of Spam.
. " T wo regThe characters-whether pnest
se t up.
step to the mantle and pick
up a smg
or communist mayor, rich land
The performance of the balpiece of paper stating a stunt ular performers will round out
owner or poor laborer, old school cony scene last week was very
which he must perform. As a re- the show. Adele Gratsch of OLC
teacher or young lover-all are well done, although perhaps it
sult the show this week will have will sing "Loveliest Night of the
seen and treated as human beings could have used a little more en0
OOt more variety than any other show Year," and Mary. Jo l>ixon will
struggling to do their best. Their ergy and vitality. The staging of Mr. Henri Golembiewski, ac- this year.
do "I Believe."
faults and shortcomings cause the scene was very good. As a companist for the Clef Club, is a
Two acts from the Variety
------many a laugh, but ~hese ~re more sample of the good things to composer of re~igious motets in Show held at Purcell High School
than offset by their basic good- come, the scene was very, very his spare time.
last week will be featured. A sexness and.their charity..
pleasant.
·Mr. Golembiewski, in his fifth t~t from Regina High School will
Very hkely the movie has left
year as Clef Club accompanist smg a medley of western songs A t lk b M E
t B
town by now: but I hope it !e- Gernmu Club To Fete Dacls will have one of these sung b; with guitar accompaniment. Mem- Haswe~l on ~avi~r's ~~~fectio~u~~
turns s~on. Its one worth seemg The Heidelberg Club will hold the 48-voice Clef Club at their b~rs ?f the sextet are Nancy ~o paintings by Cincinnatii artists
more t an once.
its annual Father and Sons' night final concert on May 15. The mo- Ritchie, c:arol · Vollme7, Ceceha will feature a tea Sunday at 3:30
• ~ •
. . on Monday, May 11, at 7: 30 p.m. tet, "0 Sacrum Convivium," is a Rolfes, Gall Ruwe, Marian Wolfly p.m. in the Fine Arts Room. The
The fourth an~ last. movie .m at the Kolping House on Repub- hymn to the Blessed Sacrament, ?nd. Margaret Hook. 'J'. 0 m Far~el, purpose of the tea is to dedicate
the Xavier Foreign Fdm Series lie Street. Members of the Club and is arranged for three-part JUmor at Purcell, will provide the room to the memory of Mrs.
will be shown nex~ Thursday eve- will demonstrate their regular voices.
la~ghs with his popular ventrilo- Dorothy Albers, according. to Dr.
ning, May 7. It will be a French meeting procedure. Additional
Mr. Golembiewski is a prom- quist act.
Raymond F. McCoy, Fine Arts
fiJm entitled "Under the Paris undisclosed entertainment will inent Cincinnati organist, and Peter Paul Loyanich, concert Committee chairman. Two newly
Sky."
follow. A luncheon will conclude considers Claude DeBussey his pianist, will play a group of clas- donated paintings will also be
The movie was directed by Jul- the evening.
favorite composer.
sical compositions. In contrast, hung.
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Ernest B. Haswell
To Speak At Tea

-------==-

L;3ut on{y
time wil I tell ...

HOW CAN
-rHEYTeLL.
SO SOON?
GIAAFFSS

GUYS A

HAVe
LONG

_Onlytime will '-... - tell about atraci<and

CINCH

L.EGS1 T001

TO CLEAR
7 FEET!

BUTTHr::.Y
CAN'TjLJMP}

And .only time wilt tell
about-a cigarette!
Take your time ...

THAT

,_~

~field candidate!

THERE MUST BE A REASON WHY
Camel is America's most popular
cigarette-leadiog all other brands
by billions! Camels have the two
things smokers want most-rich, full
flavor and cool, cool mildness •••
pack after pack! ·Try Camels for 30
days and see how mild, how flavorful,
bow thoroughly enjoyable they are
as your steady smoke!

,More People Smoke CAM ELS illcin GD)' othercigarelle
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The Night Side of The News Co-Editor Of 'Forrestal Diaries'

.
·
.
.
To Address Ne,ws Banquet
EC Prof Boasts Background Biology Course
Mr. Eugene s. Duffield, assis- time procurement and expansion.
·Ch
J
.
Latest Addition
tant publisher of the Cincinnati He left his Washington post about
urc ies' Marxism To EC Curr1culu111
.
~nquirer and collab?ra.tor in.edit- a year after Forrestal became
I n Eastern
mg the Forrestal Diaries, will be Navy Secretary to become an
By Lo"an
Rapier
"
Among the,teachers at the Evening College one man must stand
out· because of his knowledge of
Communism. This man is Professor F. A. Keeling, D.D., L.L.D.,
TH.D., who is at the present teach-

Dr. F. A. Keeling

States. In addition he has done
A ne'"
,. two-semester course,
considerable study into the early "The Biological World and Man,,
and modern Communistic litera- to be given at Albers Biologic~!
ture.
L a b ora t o r y on th e E vans t on
campus is ·being added to the
XUEC 'curriculum for 1953-54.
The course has been arranged
especially for students who need
science credits to complete acerThe Xavier University Alum- tificate or degree program. Regnae Association has announced istration will be taken through
the following young ladies to be the EC office. The course will be
officially accepted in June. They offered every two years.
are the Misses Margaret R. Braun, Dr. John Tafuri and Rev.
Rita M. Decker, Betty A. Drayer, Joseph J. Peters, S.J., will conJanet Kock, Vera M. Puttmann, duct the lectures on Monday
Ellen M. Simms, Addie L. evenings from 6: 40 to 9: 15 in
Strawder, Alma L. Sullivan, Rooms 63 and 61 of Albers Hall.
Buella L. Sweeney, Mary Ann Catalogued as Bl 11 and 12, the
Waginer, and Rita M. Waginer. course will give three credit hours
These young ladies are invited per semester.
to the Association's May 8 meetThere will be no formal lab
ing and social at 8: 00 p.m. in work in connection with the
the Xavier University Evening course, but it will be illustrated·
College.
with motion pictures and slides,
The Xavier Alumnae Associa- lbiolog;ical models, and demontion is open to any woman stu- strations with living animals at
dent who has acquired 30 or more the laboratory on the Evanston
credits in residence.
campus.

Eleven To Enter
Alumnae In Jtllle

• •

ing a course in Transportation
and Traffic Management.
Dr. Keeling is a native of Ohio,
but was raised abroad. While in
Europe he learned several languages. When he returned to the
U. S. he had to add English to the
list.
Dr. Keeling while abroad became interested in the Liturgies
of the Russian Orthodox and
Eastern Rites and has done research in that field.
His travels covered the ancient
monasteries and seminaries, whose
libraries provided the source material for lectures, and writings,
articles and books on the subject.
All this was in the early days of
the Bolshevik Revolution. Among
the many who lost their lives because of -their faith were fellow
students, clergymen and professors, whose friendship and assist. ance meant much to Dr. Keeling.
As a result of first hand experience, Dr. Keeling's activities in
speaking and writings about. the
dangers, practices and program
of Communism began years before
Communism became a serious
subject of discussion in the United

principal speaker at the XU News executive and director of the Mc-

Ban~uet at 6: 30 p.1:1. on Thursday Graw-Hill Publishing Co. in New
evemng, May 1~, m a parlor of York. Prior to 1942, he was Wash-

the Sheraton-Gibson
.
. Hotel. Dr.
Joseph Lmk, Jr., will be toastmaster.
Mr. Duffield served as special
assistant to Under Secretary of
the Navy James V. Forrestal from
1942-1945. Forrestal then went .on
to be Secretai•y of the Navy, which
post he vacated to become the
first Secretary of Defense in the
newly-created Department of Defe~se in Septembe1: 1947. .Aft~r
bemg asked t~ resign by Pres~dent Truman m favor of Loms
A. Johnson, 0.rres!al was awa~ded, the Distm~mshed Se.rvi~e
Metlal but went mto a psychiatric
s~ate of depressi~n which. caused
him to leap to his death m May.,
1949, two months after resigning
from the government service he
was devoted to.
Mr. Duffield was an important
member of the original team
which Forrestal enlisted to help
with the colossal problems of war-

!

Port\and, Ma1ne.,

lo C
FroOrrn M1arn1
F 'sco .\;o o.
•\·ar phrase.
r• h t. old Tarn• 1 1,,
"'r

'/oull near t aSrt "ke .for rne..
~\t's LuckY "

d E Golden
Richat U~iversity

ington Bureau chief of the Wall
St. Journal. He joined the Enquirer as assistant publisher in
May, 1950.
-------

1954 R e t real T•lllle

Switchecf To Apri•J
Rev. Frank T. Dietz, S.J., student counselor, has announced
a new schedule of retreats for
the 1953-54 school year. During
Lent, week-end retreats will be
conducted in B~llarmine Chapel.
On April 12-14, the first three
day's of Holy Week, another. retreat will be held to enable all
those· who have not made their
retreats up to that time to do so.
This will provide a longer Easter
vacation for those who have
made their retreats.
Fr. Dietz also said that students
are still encouraged to make
closed retreats.

,.
so .fu\llJ .,.~
$o round, so "''':.; the. draw.
1heiJre. ':i:IJ for eve.ryone. I- Lue\(y S~t' .:;, be a law I
1tougn""

EmotY

and LUCKIES
TASTE BETTER!
Cleane~

Fresher, Smoother!

Ask yourself this question: Why do I smoke?
You know, yourself, you smoke for enjoyment.
And you get enjoyment only from the taste of. a
cigarette.
Luckies taste better-cleaner, fresher, smoother!
Why? Luckies are made better to taste better. And,
what's more, Luckies"are'made of fine tobacco.
L.S./M.F.T.-Lucky Strike Means Fine Tobacco.
So, for the thing you want most in a cigarette •.•
for better taste-for the cleaner, iiresher, smoother
taste of Lucky Strik~ •••

ALL YOUR LAUNDRY

...

:~:~~:;:r;:~:~=::~:~?NP>:· . . . .~~{F· ·, .......... .

Be Happy-GO LUCKYI

at

THE SHIRT LAUNDRY
1818 Monqomel'J' Road

The Drug Store closest to
X.vler Untvenit1'

The Abe Baumring
Pharmacy
EVANSTON

Raincoats
Umbrellas
Rubbers
It's easier than you think to
make $25 by writing a Lucky
Strike jingle like those you see
. in this ad. Yes, we need jingles
-and we pay $25 for every one
we' use! So send as many as you
like to: Happy-Go-Lucky, P. 0.
Box67,NewYork46,N. Y •

Galoshes
for men, women
and cbddren.

~~~
Qlci•uti. Q

OA. T. Cea.

••

~DUCT 01' ~ ~ J"~
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.Library Unveils · ;New

Mieroca~d ·Reader,

Gift Of Booklovers Group

·Mr. Worst Explains Reader film and microcard is that the The chief purpose of Xavier's easily afford. It also saves a on microcard besides other more
As Saver of Time, Money latter enables the viewer to see microcard and microfilm readings great deal of precious library rare editions. Many periodicals
Mr. Albert J. Worst, Xavier
Librarian, announced this week
the acquisition of the library's
first microcard reader. The reader
is a gift of the Booklovers' group
in its effort to build up the
library.
"This new reader,'' says Mr.
Worst, "along with our two micro_
film readers enables us to supply
the ·two most popular means of
research for the student body."
The difference between micro-

up to 80 pages on one card, while is to supply hard to get and out space.
are now in the library on microthe microfilm requires a whole of print editions to the students At present Mr. Worst plans to film. The process will chiefly be
roll of film for every volume. at a cost which the library can handle back issues of Newsweek used for graduate work.
----------------------------------------------------

.,
•

WILL THIS SUIT FIT

Kuntz, Mazza Top
XOMM Winners
The Xavier Order of Military
Merit held elections of new officers Wednesday, April 22. The
results as announced by Capt. R.
A. Smith, moderator of the group,
were: Elmer Kuntz, president;
Anthony Mazza, vice president;
James Powers, secretary; and
Paul D. Cain, treasurer.
XOMM has announced a picnic
for its members at Sharon Woods
Sunday, May 3. The group's next
meeting will be held the following Wednesday.

It you can make

the grade, you
can fly the
latest, hottest,
fanciest jobs ·
in the airand do it within
one year.

Beyond X-Horizon
(Continued from Page 2)
talks that Russia has seen flt to
fool the West with once again.
There are actually signs in many
campus buildings indicating approved air raid shelters. I can't
say that I blame them.

• • •

A recently revived interest in
public speaking about the country has influenced Yale to establish a new course on American
oratory. Besides giving instructions in speech, the course will
use as basic material the public
addresses of such famous orators
as Daniel Webster, John C. Calhoun, Stephen Douglas, Abraham
Lincoln and many others.

I

• • •

The three major reasons why
so many Ohio teachers drop out
of the profession each year are
easy enough to discern, according
to the president of Bowling Green
State U.
First, · there is a low certification standard which issues four
year teaching licenses to people
who have had only two years of
mediocre preparation, with very
little in the way of real college
education. Secondly, the school
systems pay relatively high salaries to beginning teachers and
low salaries to highly trained, experienced teachers. In one large
city, young teachers can receive
$3,500 with the highest paid receiving only $6,000, There is need
of a salary scale where the experienced teacher is paid two and
a half to three times as much as
the beginner.
Lastly, the great physical and
nervous strain involved in teaching large classes, especially in
the elementary grades, takes its
toll.

a good, tough, serious guy to wear the gear of
an Aviation Cadet. But if you can measure up, liere's
your chance to get the finest in aviation training-training
that equips you to fly the most modern airplanes in the
world and prepares you for responsible executive positions,
both in military and commercial aviation.
It won't be easy! Training discipline for Aviation Cadets
is rigid. You'll work hard, study hard, play hard-especially
for the first few weeks. But when it's over, you'll be a prowith a career ahead of you that will take you as far as you
want to go. You graduate as a 2nd Lieutenant in the Air
Force, with pay of $5,300.00 a year. And this is only the
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Take a transcript of your college credits and a copy of your birth
certificate to your nearest Air Force Base or Recruiting Station.
Fill out the application they give you.
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Where to get more details:
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J

2

COMPANY

Cincinnati, Ohio

~-

-

5

=
I 118 East Sixth Street · ·I
::1

HERE'S WHAT TO DO:

E

MANUFACTURING

§
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ARE YOU EUGllLE? To qualify as an Aviation Cadet, you
must have completed at least two years of college. This is a

minimum requirement-it's best if you stay in school and·
graduate! In addition, you must be between 19 and 26 Y2
· years, unmarried, and in good physical condition.
·
YOU CAN CHOOSE BETWEiN PILOT OR AIRCRAFT OBSERVER

If you choose to be an Aircraft Observer, your training will

be in Navigation, Bombardment, Radar Operation or Aircraft Performance Engineering. , -

New Aviation Cadet Traioing Classes Begin Ev~ry Few Weeks!

e111111111111u111111111111111111111111111111a
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beginning'"".'""your · Qpportunitics for advancement are unlimited.

0

If application is accepted, the Air Force will arrange for you to
take a physical examination at government expense.

3•
4
0

Next, you will be given a written and manual aptitude test.
If you pass your physical and other tests, you will be scheduled

for an Aviation Cadet training class. The Selective Service
Act allows you a· four·month deferment while waiting class
888ignment.

Visit your nearest Air Fo;ce Base or Air Force Recruiting
Officer. Or write to: Aviation Cadet, Headquarters,
U.S. Air Force, Washington 25, D. C.
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